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ABSTRACT

The electrical properties of metal-monolayer-semiconductor junctions were

examined at the macroscale using mercury drop and thermally evaporated gold pad

electrodes, and at the nanoscale using ballistic emission electron microscopy (BEEM)

and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Oxide-free silicon wafers

were modified with n-alkyl or ro-functionalized monolayers prepared via organometallic

or thermal reactions. The mercury-molecule-silicon junctions displayed a clear

dependence of the barrier height on both chain length and terminal functional groups of

the monolayer. Measurements using thermally deposited gold contacts (i.e.,

gold/monolayer/silicon) yielded identical barrier heights for all monolayers, indicating

that the gold atoms penetrated into the molecular layer causing a shorting of the

junctions. BEEM and TEM studies showed uniform penetration of the gold atoms into

the monolayer at the nanoscale. It was evident that thiol-functionalized monolayers are

able to inhibit gold penetration, preserving an intact organic monolayer at the metal

semiconductor interface.

Keywords: Silicon; monolayer; interface; contact; BEEM; Hg 1-V; Au 1-V; molecular

electronics

Subject Terms: molecular electronics; semiconductors; interfaces; metal-monolayer

semiconductor junctions
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Few industries have altered the fundamental aspects of how people operate in the

world as much as the semiconductor industry: from the development of computers

capable of rapid and large calculations, to advances in communications and even to the

exploitation of new energy sources. With the performance of many materials in

semiconductor devices approaching their theoretical limits, researchers are turning

towards the emerging field of molecular electronics for solutions. By combining the

properties of vast libraries of organic molecules with the materials widely used in the

semiconductor industry, it is becoming possible to create devices such as transistors': 2,

optically-active switches', and diodes" which surpass the limits of conventional materials

and even to develop novel applications': 6.

The development of practical molecular electronic devices such as diodes and

transistors for the market is however still in its infancy, with many fundamental questions

remaining. Of particular interest is the electrical behaviour at the interface between

modifying organic molecules and semiconductor substrates and whether conventional

fabrication techniques, such as vapour deposition of metal contacts, can be applied to

molecular electronics. The aim of this thesis project was to investigate the effect of

different types of metal contacts in metal-monolayer-semiconductor Schottky diodes.

Chapter I introduces Schottky diodes and semiconductor theory, the use of monolayers

on semiconductor materials, and the interaction of metals with monolayers. Chapter 2

describes the experimental methods. Chapter 3 presents experimental data showing the



structural and spectroscopic characterization of the orgamc monolayers on silicon.

Chapter 4 presents experimental data for the electrical characterization of modified

silicon junctions. Chapter 5 provides concluding remarks and suggests future work.

1.1 Schottky Diodes: History and Theory

Semiconductors are made of elements (such as silicon) and compounds (such as

lead sulfide, PbS, or gallium arsenide, GaAs), whose conductivity is intermediate to that

of metals and insulators. This property is a result of the band structure of the

semiconductors, the allowed energy levels that electrons may occupy, determined by the

overlap of the atomic orbitals of the individual atoms in the bulk material. For

semiconductor materials, electrons are confined to two bands of energy, the conduction

band and the valence band, with the two bands being separated by a region of forbidden

electron energies called the band gap. Electrons in the valence band are fixed while those

in the conducting band are mobile. The ability of electrons to get into the conduction

band, and hence become conductive, depends on their ability to cross the band gap. The

usefulness of semiconductors arises from the ability to control their conductivity,

effectively the number of electrons in the conduction band, by exposure of the

semiconductor to different temperatures, electric currents, electromagnetic fields, and

even light.

One of the key devices of the semiconductor industry that exploits the electronic

properties of semiconductors is the rectifier, or diode. Developed from research on the

electrical flow between metal contacts and various oxides and sulphides, the first diode

was described in 1874 by Carl Ferdinand Braun? While studying the electrical behaviour

between lead sulphide and flattened silver wires, Braun discovered that the resistance of

2



the device varied with the direction, intensity and duration of the current. Braun soon

discovered that the rectifying phenomenon could be enhanced if sharpened tips of metal

were used in place of the flattened wires, leading to the development of the point-contact

diode.

The first applications for diodes came about after the detection of radio waves by

Hertz in 1887. The first diode radio detector consisted of a springy phosphor bronze wire

in a holder, which an operator could place in contact with an oxide or sulphide crystal

(such as galena, PbS). The diode would receive an AM radio signal and rectify it,

producing an averaged voltage, which would then be amplified and sent to a transducer;

the latter would then produce a sound signal. This was also the point at which silicon

electronic devices made a brief entry into the commercial market with the introduction of

a radio wave detector by Pickard in 1907. Despite these initial advances, research on

semiconductor technology waned rapidly with the development of the more reliable

vacuum electron tubes. As a result, the modern era did not really begin until 1939 when

Russel Ohl began purifying silicon in an attempt to produce more reliable point contact

diodes. In this process, impurities within the silicon separated and distributed themselves

in such a way that some areas of the silicon now had an excess of electron donating

atoms (n-type) and others a deficit (p-type). Electrons from the n-type side would then

flow into the acceptor-rich p-type side and the two would cancel each other out. This

leaves a region devoid of any moving charges, a depletion zone. Any electrons that try

and cross this depletion zone would see a region of positive charge on the n-type side,

and a region of negative charge on the p-type side and as result, a barrier to n~p electron

movement, a rectifying barrier, was created.
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While the development of diodes was begun in the early 1870's, theories

explaining the rectifying behaviour of semiconductor materials did not appear until 1931

when Schottky, Stormer, and Waibel postulated a potential barrier at the

metal/semiconductor interface after observing that the potential drop occurred almost

entirely at the contact''. In 1938, Schottky" 10 and Mott l l
• 12 independently showed that the

rectifying behaviour of diodes was due to a potential barrier for electrons travelling from

the semiconductor into the metal, formed as a result of differences in the work functions

of the metal and the semiconductor. The work function is defined as the energy required

to remove an electron from the Fermi level to vacuum, where the Fermi energy level at 0

K is defined as the energy at which available electron states are occupied and at higher

temperatures, it is the energy at which the probability of a state being occupied is 0.5. In a

metal, the highest occupied electron band is half-filled so that the Fermi level is within an

allowed band, and the electron density is very high, allowing for a high conductivity. In

a semiconductor, the Fermi level is located within the band gap of the semiconductor, and

the energy required to remove an electron is a function of the material's electron affinity.

When the metal and the semiconductor are brought into contact with each other, their

Fermi levels necessarily need to align themselves. When the two materials are brought

into contact with each other, electrons will flow from the conduction band of the

semiconductor into the metal forming a depletion region in the semiconductor where

majority carriers have been depleted (Figure 1-1). This results in the bending of the

semiconductor bands and a barrier to electron transport across the interface (Figure 1-2).

4
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Figure 1-1 A metal and n-silicon in isolation (A). Movement of electrons from n-silicon to
a metal upon contact resulting in depletion region devoid of mobile carriers
(electrons) (B).
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Figure 1-2 Energy band diagrams for a metal and an n-type semiconductor in thermal
equilibrium when (A) not in contact and (B) in contact. EP(M), E vac, Ec(S), and
EP(S) are the energies of the Fermi level in the metal, of the vacuum, of the
conduction band of the semiconductor, and of the Fermi level in the
semiconductor, respectively",
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The barrier height can then be calculated from the difference between the work

function of the metal and the semiconductor's electron affinity l3:

Equation 1.1

where q is the elementary charge,rPb is the Schottky barrier height, ((Jm is the metal work

function, and XS is the electron affinity of the semiconductor.

Figures 1-3 and 1-4 show the effect of applying a potential bias across a

metal In-silicon junction. When a forward bias is applied (semiconductor is negative with

respect to the metal), electrons will accumulate in the space charge region, resulting in a

lower barrier height. When a reverse bias is applied across the junction (semiconductor

is positive with respect to the metal), electrons will move away from the space charge

region, resulting in a larger barrier height.
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Figure 1-3 Charge distributions resulting from applying (A) forward bias and (B) reverse
bias across a metal I n-silicon junction. The positively charged ionised dopant
atoms are not mobile while the negatively charged majority carriers (electrons)
are able to move.
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Figure 1-4 Simplified energy band diagrams of a contact that consists of a metal and an n
type semiconductor under (A) forward and (B) reverse bias (VF and VB'
respectively) conditions. The definitions of the remaining symbols are given in
the caption of Figure 1.1. The applied bias affects the energy level EF of the
metal, and consequently the amount of band bending (qqJ;)I3.

According to equation 1.1, the barrier height should vary linearly with the metal

work function, and it should be possible to tune the barrier height of a diode by

substituting the metal contact with another of a different work function. Experimentally,

however, it is found that control over the barrier height in this fashion is limited to ionic
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semiconductors, with relations between q¢b and qrpM in covalent semiconductors being

weak to nonexistent'<'". Bardeen proposed an explanation of this observation by

postulating that localized surface states of the semiconductor determine the barrier

height!". In a bulk semiconductor, the distribution of electronic states of the valence

electrons is determined by the periodic arrangement of the atoms in the crystal. In effect,

the electrons are localized in the spaces between neighbouring atoms. This localization of

electrons leads to band gaps. On reaching the surface of the semiconductor, there are no

longer any atoms with which to form covalent bonds leaving "dangling bonds" of

unpaired electrons. These dangling bonds give rise to energy states, called surface states

that may exist within the band gap. Because of the existence of these energy states within

the gap, the Fermi level is pinned. Now when the metal and semiconductor are brought

into contact, the exchange of charge occurs between the metal and the surface states, and

the barrier height can be determined by the position of the now pinned Fermi level':':

Equation 1.2

where q is the elementary charge, E; is the conduction band edge position and EF is the

pinned Fermi level.

Other considerations when exammmg the nature of the energy states at the

interface arise from making the actual metal contact with the semiconductor surface.

Heine pointed out that it is possible for the wave functions of metal electrons to enter the

region of the semiconductor band gap'". If this were to occur, these metal-induced gap
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states (MIGS) would overshadow the intrinsic electronic states of the semiconductor and

determine the barrier height.

It is also possible for interfacial reactions to occur between the deposited metal

and the semiconductor surface resulting in the formation of metal silicides, a compounds

containing silicon and a more electropositive metal atoms (i.e., PtSi). The result of such

reactions, which come about by the interdiffusion of the metal and the semiconductor, is

the disruption of the clean metal-semiconductor interface to an extent where the barrier

height is no longer determined by the work function of the metal and the semiconductor

surface properties. While the diodes still show near ideal behaviour (ideality factors ~

1.1), the determining factor for the barrier height is now the heat of formation of the

silicides.

One solution that has permitted a great degree of control over barrier height

through choice of metal is the formation of a passivation layer between the metal and the

semiconductor. The passivation layer of choice in the case of silicon consists of thermally

grown oxides. Oxides will spontaneously form on the surface of silicon upon exposure to

air. In fact, in order to prevent oxide formation, the silicon wafer would have to be

cleaved, and the metal deposited under ultra high vacuum conditions. The formation of

the oxide on the silicon surface satisfies all of the requirements of a passivation layer:

1) Dangling bonds are eliminated by the formation of covalent linkages between

silicon and oxygen, hence reducing the number of surface states.

2) The probability of MIGS formation is reduced because the metal is no longer in

contact with the semiconductor.
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3) The separation of the metal and semiconductor results in the metal no longer

being free to diffuse into the bulk semiconductor to form silicides.

1.2 Organic Monolayers on Silicon

While the thermal growth of oxide layers has been and continues to be the

primary method of passivation for silicon semiconductor devices, there are several

problems with its use. First, while the thickness of the oxide can be controlled down to a

level of several angstroms, the oxide layer will tend to grow thicker over time. A thicker

layer would result in a decrease in electron tunnelling probability and hence a decreasing

current that crosses the interface as the device ages. Secondly, several metals are capable

of diffusing across the oxide layer to interact with the semiconductor forming silicides

and possibly MIGS. In addition, the presence of oxygen at the interface can trap charges

on the surface.

An alternative to oxides in the passivation of silicon devices is the formation of

covalently linked organic monolayers on the semiconductor surface. These monolayers

on silicon, first prepared by Linford et al 19 in 1993 with the covalent attachment of an n

alkyl monolayer to a H-Si surface with diacyl peroxides through Si-C bonds, were found

to be thermally and chemically stable under a large variety of conditions?' 21. The

proposed reaction mechanism'" involves the diacyl peroxides ([CH3(CH2)nC(O)Ob, n =

16 or 10) undergoing homolytic cleavage to form two alkoxy radicals:

[RC(O)Ob 72 RC(O)O'

This is followed by decarboxylation forming alkyl radicals

RC(O)O' 7 R· + C02
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The alkyl radical can then abstract a hydrogen atom from the surface forming a silicon

radical:

R· + H-Si -7 H-R + Si·

which could then react with a second alkyl radical to form the monolayer

R· + Si· -7 Si-R

Additional reaction protocols for the preparation of organic monolayers on silicon

have been developed in the past decade. Among them are photochemicalr': 23, metal

complex-catalysed (including Grignard reactionsr'" 25, thermal", and electrochemical"

routes.

Similar to the diacyl peroxide-promoted reaction, the first step in a thermally

initiated radical reaction mechanism is hydrogen abstraction from the silicon surface,

accomplished by heating the silicon substrate to a temperature greater than 150°C, which

cleaves the H-Si bond, and resulting in a silicon-dangling bond. Following activation of

the surface, an alkene reacts with the silicon-dangling bond to form a surface-bound

secondary carbon radical. This radical can then go on to either abstract hydrogen from

another alkene molecule or from a neighbouring H-Si group, the end result being a

covalently bound monolayer formed by a self-propagated chain reaction'".
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Figure 1-5 Thermally initiated radical attachment of a J-alkene to silicon.

1.3 Metal-Monolayer Interactions

The successful development of molecular electronic devices with deposited metal

contacts requires an understanding of the nature of interaction between the metal and the

monolayer. In particular, how does the deposition of a metal onto a monolayer-substrate

construct affect the electrical performance and the physical structure of the device,

particularly at the interface between metal-monolayer and monolayer-substrate? Some

possibly detrimental situations that must be addressed include: penetration of the

monolayer by the deposited metal that results in shorting of the device, displacement of

the monolayer from the substrate by the metal, and physical destruction of the monolayer

either at the interface with the substrate or along the chain of the molecule.

Self-assembled, alkanethiolate monolayers on gold have been the focus of

numerous studies examining the effect of metal deposition. Their usefulness arises from

the versatility displayed by the system due to its self-assembled nature and the simplicity

of forming densely packed monolayers with a variety of terminal functional groups. The

connection between the monolayer and the gold substrate consists of the sulfur atom of

the terminal thiol group bonding to three gold atoms on the substrate. This bond is weak

enough to allow the molecules mobility on the surface as well as allow other thiolated

molecules with various functional groups to be inserted into the initial monolayer. These

functionalised surfaces can be used to design sensors with electrical, electrochemical, or
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optical detection methods. Despite the ease of fabrication and modification of AulSAM

systems, when making top metal contacts (e.g., by thermal deposition of a metal) the

mobility of the molecules on the gold substrate results in the metal penetrating into the

monolayer and displacing it.

One of the primary interests ill studying the properties of metal-monolayer

semiconductor junctions is to develop devices that combine easily tuneable properties of

organic molecules with the readily available semiconductor processing techniques. While

the most common material in use today is silicon, other semiconducting materials with

established infrastructure exist such as GaAs, on which thiolated molecules self-assemble

forming monolayers, similar to AulSAM systems. This allows the characterization and an

understanding of metal-monolayer-semiconductor devices using well-developed metal

insulator-semiconductor theories.

Li et al. studied the effect of introducing an alkanedithiolate molecular layer onto

the surface of GaAs28
• The top contacts were made by using both e-beam evaporation as

well as nano-transfer printing (nTP) of gold. The authors studied their systems with a

ballistic electron emission microscope (BEEM), an instrument that is capable of electrical

measurements down to a resolution of I nm. They concluded that the measured barrier

height, for both the evaporated and nTP devices, clearly increased on addition of the

dithiolate molecular layer. The implication of this study is that in contrast to dithiol

systems on gold, where the molecules are highly mobile on the surface, dithiollayers on

GaAs inhibit the penetration of the metal, resulting in a "clean" metal-insulator

semiconductor device.
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Several important observations can be extracted from studies of systems where

the monolayers are not strongly bound to the substrate such as thiolate SAMs on metals

such as gold and on semiconductors such as gallium arsenide. Firstly, the metals are

capable of penetrating into monolayers. The degree of penetration into a monolayer

depends on the metal being deposited, the bonding to the substrate, as well as the

terminal group of the monolayer. Secondly, because the monolayers are not strongly

interacting with the substrate and therefore mobile, metals that penetrate to the

monolayer/substrate interface can displace the molecules on the surface resulting in a

new system of metal-monolayer-metal-substrate.

Clearly interaction between the monolayer and the substrate is of key importance,

and an apparent solution would be the use of monolayers that are more strongly bound to

the surface, e.g., with covalent bonds. One such system that has been studied for its

potential use in molecular electronics devices uses silicon as substrate and involves

monolayers covalently linked to thermally grown oxide on silicon and monolayers

covalently linked to silicon via Si-O-C linkages.

Jun et al.' studied such systems by attenuated total reflection (ATR) FT-IR

spectroscopy. They immersed a silicon ATR (SOx l O> I mm) crystal with native oxide

into a solution of octadecyltrichlorosilane to form a monolayer linked to the silicon via a

C-O-Si(Sh) linkage. They then deposited a gold layer of 80 nm thickness at a rate of 0.1

nm/s onto either the bare monolayer or on top of a deposited adhesion layer of Cr or Ti.

They were then able to pass an IR beam through the crystal, collecting absorbance

information on the symmetric and asymmetric CH2 stretches as well as the asymmetric

CH3 stretch. They observed that on deposition of the metal, upward shifts of 2-3 cm'
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occurred in the v, and Va stretching frequencies of CH2, indicative of increasing disorder

of the alkyl chains. There was also a significant broadening of the peaks, which is

attributed to both increasing disorder of the monolayer (upward shift) and to interaction

of the CH2 groups with the metal (downward shift). When a layer ofTi or chromium was

deposited prior to the gold layer, there was less broadening of the peaks, which the

authors attributed to the Ti and Cr forming carbides reducing the ability of the deposited

gold to interact with remaining alkyl chains.

Richter et al.29, 30 utilized a different spectroscopic technique to investigate the

effect of metal deposition on the same system, namely p-polarized backside reflection

absorption infrared spectroscopy (pb-RAIRS). While this system is not as sensitive to the

monolayers on the surface as ATR FT-IR is, due to the single-reflection of the IR beam,

special substrate shapes such as an ATR crystal are not required and the frequency range

of detection is not restricted by multiphonon absorption (a quantized mode of vibration

occurring in a rigid crystal lattice which may be IR active). Their studies involved

cleaning double-side polished p-doped Si wafers (8-12 n'cm), removal of the native

oxide via a buffered oxide etch, and then thermal oxidation of the surface. To form the

monolayer, the oxidized Si wafers were immersed in 2 mM solutions of

octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) in hexadecane for 18 hours before cleaning. For

mono layers directly linked to the Si surface, the oxide was etched from the surface of the

Si, followed by UV-initiated radical attachment of octadecyl alcohol in CH2Ch. The

actual collection of IR data involves directing an IR beam through a Si02-Si-Si02

monolayer-metal sample. Since silicon is transparent to IR and the metal reflects the IR

signal, the absorption due to the monolayer can be measured. By monitoring the
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stretching frequencies of the alkyl chains, a shift in the asymmetric CH2 stretch to higher

wavelengths was observed on deposition of gold or aluminum, while the intensities

remained constant, which indicated a disordering of the monolayers. They also observed

a weak stretch at 2825 cm', which they attributed to an interaction of the methylene

groups with the deposited metal, meaning that the deposited metals penetrated into the

monolayer film but did not destroy it. It was also found that if Ti was deposited onto the

monolayer surface, there was a significant decrease in the intensities of the CH2

stretching frequencies, consistent with previous studies that suggest the highly reactive Ti

reacts and partially consumes the monolayer. These results contrast directly with the

studies of monolayers directly attached to bare silicon via ether linkages. No matter

which metal was deposited, the resulting spectra showed no absorption due to the

monolayer whatsoever. Qualitative electrical characterization also indicated that there

was a direct linkage between the silicon and the deposited metal. Since the monolayer

structures were identical in both cases, it became clear that the resulting differences in

metal interaction were due to structural changes at the interface between the monolayer

and the substrate. In the case of the OTS monolayer on thermally grown oxide, the

linkage between monolayer and silicon is C-Si(OSi]) while the octadecyl alcohol is

linked via C-O-Si(Si]) bonds. The authors proposed that Si-Si bonds were cleaved upon

metal deposition due to the polarity of the Si-O bonds, which have been shown to activate

adjacent molecules.

Liu and Yu carried out comprehensive studies on the electrical performance of

alkyl monolayers covalently attached to silicon using a "soft" mercury metal contact.

They characterized a series of n-Si-Calls.n-Hg MIS devices (where n=6,8, 10,12)31 and
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compared n-Si-C IOH2dHg with n-Si-Si02IHg
32, p-SiC 12H25IHg devices with p-Si-Si02IHg,

and p-Si-Si02-Si03C 12H25IHg with p-H_SiIHg33. These studies demonstrated the

tuneability of the electrical behaviour of molecularly modified semiconductor junctions

when a "soft" mercury drop contact is used.

1.4 Objective of this thesis

Previous studies have shown that for monolayers covalently bonded either to an

oxide on silicon or directly to silicon via a Si-O bond, direct thermal metal deposition

does cause at the very least a disruption in the ordering of the monolayer. Also

highlighted was the importance of the interfacial chemistry between the monolayer and

the substrate: the type of monolayer binding, even when strong enough to immobilize the

monolayer (as opposed to "mobile" Au-S bonding), determines whether the metal will

displace the monolayer. Equally important is the chemical interaction of the terminal

groups of the monolayer with the incoming metal, with c=o bonds appearing to directly
•

interact with thermally deposited gold.

While studies of thermally deposited metals on monolayers linked to silicon via

Si-O bonds and of soft mercury drop contacts on monolayers linked to silicon via Si-C

bonds have been carried out, no comprehensive examination of the electrical behaviour

of thermally deposited metals on monolayers covalently linked to silicon via Si-C bonds

have been carried out. Since the proposed mechanism for monolayer destruction on

covalently linked monolayers involves the polar Si-O bond, changing the nature of this

bonding may be key to creating molecular electronic devices using thermally deposited

metals. In addition, the effect of monolayers covalently linked via Si-C bonds and
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containing terminal functional groups that are strongly interacting with metal contacts has

not been examined.

We chose to study a system of organic monolayers consisting of various chain

length alkyl groups that were covalently linked to silicon by Si-C bonds (via Grignard or

thermally initiated radical reactions). Not only does this satisfy the requirement that the

bonds must be strong enough to make the monolayers immobile (Si-C bond energy of

369 kl/mol), but the polarity of the bonds is less than that of the Si-O bond, which was

theorized to be the cause of monolayer destruction when metals were deposited in the

covalently linked octadecyl alcohol-Si system. The effect of strongly interacting terminal

functional groups on the monolayer properties was examined by introducing thioacetate

and thiol groups. Electrical characterization was the key analytical technique used to

probe the metal-monolayer-semiconductor structures created. Using both soft non

penetrating contacts (mercury drop) and thermally deposited gold pads, the electrical

characteristics were examined at the macroscale (mercury drop J- V probe and gold pad J

V probe) and on the nanoscale (ballistic emission electron microscopy and transmission

electron microscopy).
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Sample Preparation

Silicon <111> wafers (0.5-5.0 n·cm, n-type, Virginia Semiconductor Inc.) were

cleaned and modified with the following procedures. The silicon wafers were cut into 1 x

2 cnr' pieces and sonicated, polished side down, with 95% ethanol for 2 minutes followed

by sonication with de-ionized (01) water (> 18.3 n'cm, Barnstead EasyPure LTV/UF

compact water system, Dubuque, IA) for a further 2 minutes. After drying in a stream of

N2 gas, the wafers were immersed, face down, in a "piranha" solution (a 3: 1 mixture of

concentrated H2S04 and 30% H202; GEM Microelectronic Materials, Inc.,Chandler, AZ)

and heated to 90 DC for 30 minutes. The samples were then removed from the piranha

solution and rinsed with copious amounts of DI water. Following cleaning, the native

oxide was then removed by immersion, polished surface down, into ppb-grade NH4F

(40% aqueous solution degassed by bubbling Ar for at least 20 minutes, GEM

Microelectronic Materials, Inc.,Chandler, AZ) for 8 minutes, resulting in a hydrogen

terminated silicon surface (H-Si). Typically, H-Si surfaces were characterized

immediately upon removal from the etching solution.

Oxidized silicon samples were prepared by treating the H-Si wafer in piranha

solution for 30 minutes, followed by copious rinsing with DI water, and drying under a

stream of Ni.
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Organic modification of the silicon surfaces was accomplished by either thermal

reactions with Grignard reagents'", or thermally initiated radical reactions with 1

alkenes35.

1) For the series of n-alkyl monolayers (Si-CnHzn+l , n = 6, 8, 10 and 12) the freshly

prepared H-Si wafer was placed into a Schlenk tube containing n-alkylmagnesium

bromide (5 mL, 0.5-2.0 M solution in diethyl ether; degassed by bubbling Ar for at least

20 minutes, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) and heated in a sand bath at 90 DC for 12 hours.

The monolayer-modified wafer was cleaned by rinsing at room temperature with a 1%

CF3COOH in tetrahydrofuran (THF) (Caledon Laboratories, Ltd. Georgetown, ON),

sonicating with water, sonicating in 1,1,I-trichloroethane dried by a stream of Nz, and

placed briefly in an oven at 90 0 C before further characterization.

2) Preparation of H3COCS(CHz)wSi (AcSCll-Si) samples was accomplished using a

thermally initiated radical reaction of a H-Si wafer with co-undecenyl thioacetate. The

synthesis of the precursor was based on a reported procedure.". Briefly, 25 mL of ethanol

and 1.7 g potassium thioacetate (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) were placed into a flame-dried

50-mL dual-neck round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser. co-Undecenyl bromide

(3 g, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) was then added, the system was flushed with Ar, then

sealed. The mixture was heated to reflux and reaction progress was monitored using thin

layer chromatography (TLC). When reaction was complete, 100 mL of de-ionized water

was added and the product was extracted with 3 x 50 mL portions of ether (Aldrich,

Milwaukee, WI). The extracts were dried over MgS04 (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI), and

then passed through a filter before removing the solvent on a rotovap. The product was
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further purified using flash chromatography (35: 1 hexanes to ethyl acetate, (Aldrich,

Milwaukee, WI).

After removing the silicon wafer from the etching solution (NH4F), it was

immediately placed into a Schlenk tube containing 5 mL of co-undecenyl thioacetate

(degassed by bubbling Ar for at least 20 minutes). The system was flushed with Ar for a

further 15 minutes before being placed into a sand bath set at 200°C for 4 hours. The

wafer was then removed and cleaned by sonicating in CHzCh (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI),

water, and again in CHzCh before drying in a stream ofNz.

3) HS(CHz)wSi (HSCll-Si) samples were made by in-situ reduction of the

terminal -SCOCH 3 group of a AcSC II-Si sample. The AcSC 11-Si sample prepared as

described above was placed, polished side down, into a 10% solution of NH40H

(degassed by bubbling Ar for at least 20 minutes, ULSI grade, GEM Microelectronic

Materials, Inc. Chandler, AZ) for 20 minutes. The sample was then removed, rinsed with

water, sonicated with CHzCh and water, then rinsed with CHzCh again before drying in a

stream of Nj, and placed briefly in an oven at 90° C to dry.

4) For comparison, silicon modified with dodecyl monolayers was also prepared

via thermal routes. After removing the native oxide from a cleaned silicon wafer, the H

Si wafer was immediately placed into a Schlenk tube containing 5 mL of ll-undecene

(degassed by bubbling Ar for at least 20 minutes, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI). The system

was flushed with Ar for a further 10 minutes before being placed into a sand bath set at

200°C for 4 hours. The wafer was then removed and cleaned by sonicating in CHzCh,

water, and again with CHzCh before drying in a stream ofNz.
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2.2 Formation of Electrical Contacts

In order to carry out electrical measurements on the modified silicon wafers, it

was necessary to provide two electrical contacts, one on the backside of the silicon wafer,

and the other on the surface of the monolayer. Back contacts were made by scoring the

unpolished backside of the wafer with a diamond-coated pen, then using a cotton swab to

coat the exposed silicon surface with an InGa eutectic (99.99 %, Aldrich). The wafer was

then placed onto a copper plate that connected to a computer-controlled potentiostat. Two

types of top electrical contacts were used:

1) Platinum wire that was immersed in a mercury-filled synnge from

which a mercury droplet was extruded onto the surface of the silicon

wafer.

2) A metal probe placed on a micro-positioning system that was lowered

into contact on a thermally evaporated gold pad on the surface of the

silicon wafer.

2.2.1 Formation of Mercury Drop Electrodes

A drop of mercury was extruded from a gas-tight syringe and then slowly lowered

onto the surface of the silicon wafer (Figure 2.1). The approach of the mercury drop to

the substrate was monitored via a digital video microscope with a 40x objective (Model:

DM143, Micro-Optic Industrial Group Co., Hong Kong); once contact was established,

an image of the droplet was taken. Using the Motic Images 2000 software provided by

the manufacturer, this image was then used to measure the diameter of the droplet and

calculate the area of contact. Typical diameters were between 500 and 800 IJ.m with a

20-lJ.m uncertainty for a 600-lJ.m diameter droplet. After a measurement was taken, the
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mercury drop was withdrawn from the surface and ejected into a waste container. Scans

were repeated 6-10 times on each sample, using a fresh mercury drop each time at a

different location on the sample.

Pt wire
\\

+ve
/

(

Figure 2-1 Schematic diagram of a mercury drop J- V probe apparatus with mercury
droplet contacting a silicon wafer with various surface modifying monolayers.

[ 550 ~m ]

Figure 2-2 A cross-sectional optical image of a mercury droplet and it's reflection on the
monolayer-modified silicon wafer. This image also shows a line separating the
droplet from it's reflection, and is used to determine the mercury droplet's
diameter.
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2.2.2 Formation of Gold Electrodes via Vacuum Deposition

Plexiglass Bell
Sample (face down)

Control Valves
(atmosphere, high

vac, low vac)

Quartz Crystal
Thickness Monitor

To Vacuum System

30cm

Au source on
evaporation boat

Figure 2-3 Schematic diagrams of the apparatus used to deposit gold pads onto silicon
wafer.

Figure 2-3 depicts the apparatus used to deposit gold onto the surface, consisting

of a vacuum chamber made of a steel base covered with a Plexiglas bell, containing the

sample holder, resistive heating element, and valves connecting to a vacuum pump. The

first step is placing an evaporation mask over the surface of the sample. The mask has

nine holes, each 3 mm in diameter, drilled into an aluminium block (30x20 x5 mm); it is

placed directly on the surface of the wafer, with Teflon tape acting as a spacer. The

purpose of the mask is to create discrete devices. The sample with evaporation mask is

then placed face down on a rotating sample holder on top of an evaporation shield,

positioned 30 em above the resistive heating element, which is constructed of aluminium

and coated with aluminium oxide; it contains a small amount of 99.999% gold. After

applying high-vacuum grease to the surface of the rubber seal on the Plexiglas bell, the
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two sections of the chamber are connected and the chamber is evacuated. When the

pressure reaches 1O ~5 Torr and the shield is still blocking the path from the evaporation

boat to the sample, a current is applied to the resistive boat and the gold is melted to

ensure that there is no organic contamination on its surface before deposition. When the

pressure stabilizes again, the sample is rotated to a position directly above the gold,

where the evaporation shield is no longer blocking the path to the sample, and 10 nm of

gold is deposited onto the surface at a rate of 0.1 nm/s . The sample is then removed from

the chamber and is ready for analysis.

Tungsten Probe

Micro positioning System

Au Au Au

Silicon <111 >

Figure 2-4 Schematic diagram of the gold pad J-V probe apparatus. The inset shows an
optical image of the probe contacting a 3-mm diameter gold pad on the surface
of a CIO-Si sample.
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2.3 Instrumentation

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) images were obtained using a Topometrix

Explorer AFM (2 um-Zvlinearized scanner) using silicon nitride tips (triangular D of

MSCT-AUHW, Veeco Metrology group, resonance frequency 15 kHz, force constant

0.03 N/m). Images were acquired m contact mode and analyzed usmg

Thermomicroscopes SPM Lab Software. Modified silicon wafers were placed into the

AFM sample holder and held in place with several clamps. AFM tips were carefully

brought into contact and let sit for several hours before scans were performed.

Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier-Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR)

spectra were recorded using a ThermoNicolet Nexus-IR 560 spectrometer equipped with

a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector cooled with liquid nitrogen. ATR crystals

(double-side polished un-doped silicon; 25x5xl mm with 45° bevels at either end,

Harrick Scientific, Inc.), modified via the same procedures used to modify silicon wafers

for electrical measurements, were mounted into the chamber, the IR beam focused onto

one of the bevels, and the chamber was then purged with a continuous stream of dry air

for an hour before spectra collection. Background spectra consisting of hydrogen

terminated silicon surfaces were subtracted from the organically modified silicon IR

spectra. All spectra were obtained from on overlay of 1000 scans taken with 2 em"

resolutions between wavenumbers 1500 and 4000 em". No corrections for atmospheric

water vapour or CO2 were performed. Minimal baseline correction was applied to

subtracted spectra.
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Wetting measurements were carried out using a VCA Optima (AST Products,

Inc.) system in ambient conditions (19-23 °C, 30-35% relative humidity). The modified

silicon wafer was placed onto the level stage of the apparatus. A 2-IlL droplet of water

was then deposited onto the sample wafer with a micropipette. Next, a picture of the

cross-section of the horizontally illuminated water droplet on the surface of the wafer was

taken. Five points on the image of the droplet were selected and a curve was

automatically fit, from which the angle that the water droplet forms with the surface was

extracted. Five independent measurements were made for each sample, always using a

fresh water droplet.

Macroscale Electrical Measurements The current density-voltage (J-V)

measurements with mercury drop contacts were carried out with an Autolab

Electrochemical Analyzer (Model: PGSTAT30, Eco Chemie BV, Netherlands). Bottom

InGa and top mercury drop contacts were formed to the modified silicon wafer inside a

Faraday cage, which was closed during measurements to prevent both room-light

illumination (photoluminescence) and electrical noise (which can interfere with the

measured signal). An optical image of the mercury droplet on the surface of the sample

was taken in order to determine the electrode contact area. A linear J- V scan was

performed from -0.5 V (forward bias, silicon is the cathode) to +0.5 V (reverse bias,

silicon is the anode) with a step size of 0.007 V and at a scan rate of 0.05 Vs-1
• A new top

contact was then formed on a different part of the sample and another scan performed;

this was repeated between 4 and 7 times per sample. There was no observed breakdown

of the junctions within the measured voltage range for any J- V scans.
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Mott-Schottky (M-S) measurements were performed using the same instrumental

set-up as with the mercury drop J- V measurements. M-S measurements were collected at

a frequency of IMHz from - 0.2 V to + 1.0 V with step potentials of 0.1 V.

The J- V measurements on thermally deposited gold pads were carried out with the

same Electrochemical Analyzer. After a gold pad was deposited on the surface of the

monolayer-modified silicon wafer through an evaporation mask, a back contact was

formed using an indium-gallium eutectic, and the sample was placed in a Faraday cage.

The gold pad was connected to the circuit by lowering a sharpened tungsten tip onto the

surface with a micro-positioning system. Contact was determined by monitoring the

potentiostat, which reads 0 V only when the circuit is complete (no voltage is yet

applied). The Faraday cage is then closed to prevent both room-light illumination

(photocurrent) and electrical noise (which can interfere with the measured signal), then a

linear scan was performed from -1.0 V (forward bias, silicon is the cathode) to +1.0 V

(reverse bias, silicon is the anode) with a step size of 0.007 V and at a scan rate of 0.05

Vs-I
. The tungsten tip was then repositioned on a different gold pad and another scan was

performed; this was repeated between 4 and 7 times per sample. There was no observed

breakdown of the junctions within the measured voltage range for any J- V scans. Mott

Schottky measurements were collected at IMHz from - 0.2 V to + 1.0 V with step

potentials of 0.1 V.

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy/Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy

(STM/BEEM) STM/BEEM measurements were performed using a custom-built BEEM

amplifier connected to a commercial Omicron STM I STM. A back electrical contact

connecting the sample to the BEEM circuit was formed by scoring the backside of the
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silicon wafer with a diamond-coated pen and applying an InGa eutectic. The sample was

then held in place with a Teflon clip . Thermally evaporated gold pads were used as the

top electrical contact, which was connected to the STM tunneling circu it using a tungsten

tip. The metal contact is directly grounded while the semiconductor is grounded through

a virtual ground of the BEEM operational amplifier. Bias is applied only between the

STM tip and the metal contact.

Tunneling
Current

Meter (1)

STM Tip
Metal

Molecular \

layer ~
+

BEEM

Voltage (1e)

Semiconductor

Ohmic Back Contact

Figure 2-5 Schematic diagram of a ballistic electron emission microscope.

Two types of imaging were performed, two-dimensional spatial imaging and

static BEEM 1-V measurements. In the two-dimensional spatial imaging mode, a

feedback loop maintains a constant voltage and current between the STM tip and the

sample while the STM-height piezo potential and BE EM collector-current were recorded,

giving simultaneous topographic STM and BEEM current images respectively. In the

BEEM 1-V mode, the STM tip is positioned at a desired location on the sample and the
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BEEM collector current (Ie) is recorded as a function of the applied STM tip bias (VI)

while maintaining a constant tunneling current.

In both modes, there is no bias applied between the metal and the semiconductor

other than a small fixed (mV) bias resulting from the high-gain BEEM op-amp circuit.

The tip is negatively biased with respect to a grounded metal layer, meaning transport

occurs in the direction of STM tip (Pt:Ir; 90: 10 wt%) to metal and semiconductor. The

BEEM voltage threshold, which for each spectrum in this work, was extracted by a

theoretical fit based on the Bell-Kaiser modet37
•

Transmission Electron Microscopy TEM studies were carried out using a field

emission source operating at 200 kV. TEM samples were prepared by mechanical

thinning at room temperature, followed by Ar ion milling (5 kV, 5 I-lA) with liquid

nitrogen cooling.

2.4 Data Analysis

2.4.1 Macroscale J- V Measurements

The major transport mechanism for charge earners across semiconductor

insulator-metal diodes is a thermionic emission process whereby the electrons or holes

tunnel through the insulator. Using thermionic emission theory, we can obtain a

quantitative comparison of monolayer effects by using the following equation'<.

Equation 2.1

where J is the measured current density in Avcm", V is the applied bias voltage in V, A *

is the Richardson constant (110 AK-2cm-2
) , q is the electronic charge, I the thickness of
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the monolayer, T the absolute temperature in K, and k is Boltzmann's constant. The term

n is the ideality factor where n = 1 for an ideal diode and n > 1 for diodes where the

charge carrier transport mechanism is not exclusively due to thermionic emission. The

term <l>b is the potential barrier height encountered by electrons in the semiconductor

alone, and e(-Pl) is a structure-dependent attenuation factor, which depends on the

tunnelling mechanism and describes the decrease in current density due to the monolayer.

The effective barrier height can then be defined as the barrier encountered by

electrons in the metal passing to the semiconductor which is due to both the barrier in the

semiconductor itself (caused by interface states) as well as the tunnelling barrier

presented by molecules on the surface of the semiconductor":

Equation 2.2

where q(A is the energy barrier due to the semiconductor and kT~1 is the tunnelling

barrier presented by the molecules.

Equation 2.1 can then be re-arranged as:

Equation 2.3

By plotting a graph of In(1 /-QV /kT)) vs. V, we can extract the ideality factor n from the
-e

slope and q¢ett from the intercept.
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2.4.2 Macroscale C-V Measurements

Further information on the electrical properties of the constructed metal-

monolayer-semiconductor junctions was gathered using capacitance measurements. The

capacitance is defined as the total electric charge in a system divided by the potential

across the system. In the case of thin insulators on a semiconductor, the capacitance in

accumulation often does not reach a constant value. The capacitance is then considered a

series circuit of the thin film insulator and the semiconductor. It is calculated as the sum

of the insulator capacitance (Cins) and the semiconductor capacitance (Cs) (Eq. 4.4 13
)

1 1 1 I 2kT 2kT 1 .
-=--+-=-- ~-- Equation 2.4
C C ins c, C ins qCins (Vbias - Vjb -1//,) qCins (Vbius - Vjb)

However, due to the capacitance in accumulation not reaching a constant value,

C- V plots appear distorted. In these cases, important electrical parameters such as the

built-in potential (Vdo, surface potential at zero bias) can be extracted using the Mott-

Schottky method. With this method, the potential drop across the insulator is considered

negligible compared to the potential drop in the semiconductor depletion layer, and the

capacitance per unit area can be expressed by':':

2(Vd O - V)
= -~-=----- Equation 2.5

where C is the depletion layer capacitance per unit area, V is the applied potential, Vdo is

the built-in potential, Nd is the dopant density, e, is the relative permittivity (dielectric

constant) of the semiconductor, and Co is the permittivity of free space. By plotting the

Mott-Schottky data (C2 vs. V), the dopant density can be extracted from the slope, and
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the surface potential can be extracted from the intercept of the linear portion of the Mott

Schottky plot at reverse bias.

The barrier height can then be calculated from':':

Equation 2.6

where Vn is the energy difference between the Fermi level and the conduction band in the

bulk semiconductor, and N; is the carrier density in the conduction band of the

semiconductor (N, = 2.78 x 1019 cm' for silicon).

2.4.3 Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy

One of the goals in the study of molecular electronic systems has been the

reliable, reproducible measurement of the electrical properties at the molecular scale,

both for producing functional single-molecule devices as well as for studying behaviour

that may be unique at such scales. Conventional instrumental measurements such as

mercury drop and gold pad J- V are unable to provide such information despite providing

valuable information on the average electrical behaviour of the device. At the large scale

of the contacts, small regions with the lowest barrier heights will dominate the observed

electrical characteristics.

One technique that can provide ~ lu-nanomerer resolution is ballistic electron

emission microscopy (BEEM)38-40. In this device set-up, a scanning tunnelling

microscope (STM) is used to inject electrons, of an energy determined by the tip-sample

bias, into a thin metallic film that forms the top contact of a metal-molecule

semiconductor device. If the electrons have sufficient energy, and the metal thickness is

less than the mean free path of the electrons « Ia nm for gold), a small fraction of them
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will be able to reach the interface and cross the Schottky barrier without scattering and be

collected at the back electrical contact as BEEM current. Because only ballistic electrons

emitted over the Schottky barrier are measured, there are no contributions from other,

parasitic current mechanisms which could significantly dominate conventional 1-V

characteristics'l'.

The Bell-Kaiser model for ballistic electron transmission'f allows the fitting of

BEEM 1-V spectra in order to extract the threshold voltage, Vb, which is the potential at

which the barrier to electron transfer from the semiconductor to the metal is O.

In the Bell-Kaiser model, the tunneling current, It, between the STM tip and the

gold contact can be calculated using equation:

00 00

I, = C jD(EJO j[!(E)- !(E+eV)dE,dEx

o 0

Equation 2.7

where D(Ex ) is the transmission probability for an electron to tunnel through the

vacuum barrier, feE) is the Fermi function, and C is a constant.

The collector current, I., for the BEEM circuit is defined as:

00 Emax

t, = RC j D(EJ j!(E)dE,dEx

Emin 0

Equation 2.8

where R is a measure of attenuation due to scattering in the base layer.

By combining equations 2.7 and 2.8 the collector current in terms of the tunneling

current can be extracted:
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00 Emax

f D(Ex ) f/(E)dEtdEx

I RI Em'n 0
c= too 00

fD(Ex ) f[/(E)- /(E+eV)]dE(dEX

o 0

Equation 2.9

Equation 2.9 predicts that the 1-V spectra for metal-semiconductor diodes behave

as (V-Vb)2 for voltages just above the threshold value.
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CHAPTER 3: STRUCTURAL AND SPECTROSCOPIC
CHARACTERIZATION OF ORGANIC MONOLAYERS ON
SILICON

Prior to the electrical characterization of monolayer-modified silicon, it was

necessary to determine the composition and quality of the monolayers. Therefore, the

silicon samples were characterized using the techniques of atomic force microscopy

(AFM), contact angle measurements, and infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR).

3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy

AFM is a type of scanning probe microscope that detects the vertical deflection of

a cantilever as it is scanned across the surface of a sample. The deflection is directly

correlated to the topographical features of the surface and can be used to determine the

roughness of a sample, as well as detect any surface features such as attached

nanopartic1es.
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Figure 3-1 Contact mode AFM image of (A) SiOz-Si and (B) CIO-Si.

Figure 3-1 shows a typical AFM image of an oxidized silicon (A) and a surface

modified with l-decyl mono layers (B) . The most notable difference between the two

samples is the significantly greater roughness of the oxide sample compared to the

monolayer-modified sample, demonstrating the fact that the monolayer is protecting the

silicon surface from oxidation. Steps corresponding to the inter-atomic separation of

silicon atoms in the crystal are visible for C 10-Si while no discernable features are visible

for the oxide sample. While the molecules themselves cannot be resolved in this image,

the topography consists of a series of terraces approximately 100 nm wide with
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approximately O.23-nm steps. This particular surface structure is characteristic of a single

monolayer on the surface of the silicon (Ill) wafer. The topography imaged here reflects

that of the underlying substrate, with the molecular layer conforming perfectly to the

surface.

3.2 ATR/FT-IR

Attenuated Total Reflectance - Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-

FTIR) is a type of infrared spectroscopy whereby an IR beam is projected at an angle to

the surface of an ATR crystal covered with a monolayer of interest. For silicon ATR

crystals, for which the refractive index of silicon is 3.875, an angle of 45° is used, which

results in both total internal reflection as well as the formation of an evanescent wave. An

evanescent wave is an electromagnetic field that projects perpendicularly into the surface

of the crystal when the IR beam is reflected at an angle greater than the critical angle.

Monolayer

To MCTH detector

Figure 3-2 Diagram of an ATR crystal with an IR beam (red arrows) undergoing multiple
internal reflections.

Every time the IR beam is internally reflected from the crystal surface, an

evanescent wave is produced. The intensity of this evanescent wave decreases
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exponentially with distance from the surface, with the decay length, 8, being a function of

the refractive indices (n, and n2) and the critical angle (Ocrit):

8= A
217"(~n

l
2 sin 20erit - n

2
2

Equation 3.1

The mono layers attached to the surface of the silicon crystal can therefore be

probed by these evanescent waves and an absorbance spectrum of the monolayer can be

collected. ATR crystals of polygonal structure composed of undoped silicon (Ill) were

modified by the same procedure as with n-silicon (111) wafers. First, an H-Si background

was obtained, and then a modified ATR crystal was scanned. After matching the sample

backgrounds (to account for moisture), an IR spectrum was obtained.

The major IR bands used for the characterization of the molecules attached to

silicon were the symmetric and asymmetric CH2 peaks (VsCH2 and VaCH2, respectively),

and the asymmetric CH3 peak (VaCH3). In the case of silicon modified with thioacetate

functionalised alkanes (AcSCll-Si), the C=O stretching mode was used. Additionally,

negative absorbance due to the Si-H background and differences in atmospheric CO2 are

observed at 2080 ern" and 2350 em", respectively.
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Figure 3-2 ATR-FTIR spectra of(A) CI2-Si, (B) CI0-Si, and (C) C8-Si samples.

Table 3-1 FT-IR data for Silicon modified with organic monolayers.

Sample vaCH3(cm-
l
) vaCH2(cm-

l
) vsCH2(cm-

1
) vC=O(cm-1

)

C6-Si 2959 2925 2860

C8-Si 2959 2923 2853

ClO-Si 2960 2921 2852

CI2-Si 2960 2920 2852

AcSCI1-Si 2925 2855 1698

HSCI1-Si 2927 2855

Figure 3-2 shows typical lR spectra of n-alkyl monolayers on silicon; the peak

assignments and positions are listed in Table 3-1. All of these samples (C8-Si, C10-Si,

and C12-Si) exhibit vsCH2 and vaCH2 peaks at the frequencies of 2853 cm' and
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2923 cm', respectively, which is consistent with literature data for these systems.' The

vaCH3 stretching mode is also present at 2959 ern". Also of note is the fact that the

intensities of the peaks increase with increasing chain length. This is due to a

combination of longer alkyl monolayers having a greater number of CH2 groups as well

as a possible increase in the surface density of the molecules.

3200 3000 2800 2600 2400 2200 2000 1800 1600

Wavenumbers (cm-1)

Figure 3-3 ATR-FTIR spectra for (A) C12 T-Si, (B) AcSCll-Si, and (C) HSCll-Si.
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Figure 3-4 FT-IR overlay of AcSCll-Si (solid line) and HSCll-Si (dashed line)
highlighting the loss of carbonyl absorption upon deprotection of AcSC 11-Si.

For the AcSC11-Si and HSC11-Si samples (Figures 3-3), we see again the vsCHz

and vaCHz peaks at 2855 cm' and 2925 em", respectively. The vaCH3peak, which we

would expect to see in the AcSC 11-Si sample, however, is not as readily visible as with

n-a1kyl monolayers. This may be a result of a change in the chemical environment at the

terminal end of the monolayer. While in the C 12T-Si sample the entire chain consists of

CHz groups with methyl termination, the AcSC 11-Si sample also has CHz groups

adjacent to--C(O)S- groups. The electron-withdrawing properties of the thioacetate group

result in a broadening of the CHz stretching frequency range. This broadened vsCH2

overlaps with the VaCH3 frequency, masking the latter signal.

In addition to the vsCHz, vaCHz and vaCH3 peaks, AcSC 11-Si also had absorption

at 1698 ern", which corresponds to a C=O stretching mode of the terminal thioacetate
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group. Upon deprotecting the AcSCll-Si sample to yield HSCll-Si, the only change

observed in the IR spectrum is the loss of the C=O peak (Figure 3-4), which can be used

as an indicator of deprotection. The S-H IR stretching frequency (2600-2550 cm') cannot

be detected as it's intensity is very weak.43

3.3 Wetting Measurements

Wetting measurements are methods by which the relative hydrophobicity I hydro

philicity of a surface can be determined. Several parameters, both chemical and

structural, can affect the measured contact angles. The functional groups of the

monolayer that are exposed to the water droplet can increase or decrease the measured

contact angle with increasing or decreasing polarity, respectively. The order of

monolayer packing and the density of packing can also affect the surface hydrophobicity,

with rougher surfaces giving higher water droplet contact angles.
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Table 3-2 Contact angles made with 2-JlL droplets of de-ionized water on surfaces of
Si02-Si, H-Si, C6-Si, C8-Si, CIO-Si, C12-Si, AcSCIl-Si, and HSCll-Si.

Sample Contact Angle (0)

s.o-s: 23 ± 4

H-Si 82 ± 6

C6-Si 97 ± 2

C8-Si 106 ± 1

CIO-Si 106±3

C12-Si 107 ± 2

AcSCII-Si 81 ± 9

HSCII-Si 72 ± 2

Figure 3-5 Cross-sectional optical images of a typical (A) hydrophilic Si02-Si and (B) a
hydrophobic CIO-Si wafer.

Table 3-2 lists the contact angles obtained for bare, oxidized , and molecularly

modified silicon and Figure 3-5 shows representative cross sectional images used to

calculate the contact angles. Oxidized silicon samples exhibited the lowest contact angle,

due to the surface oxygen atoms to hydrogen bond to the water droplet. H-Si samples

have a contact angle of 82 ± 6° due to their relatively hydrophobic nature. The alkyl
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monolayer surfaces C8-Si, ClO-Si and C12-Si all gave water contact angles of 106 ± 2°.

This value is consistent with a model of a well packed/ordered alkyl monolayer

covalently linked to a silicon surface, with values consistent with literature data for the

same system." C6-Si shows a lower contact angle than C8-Si, ClO-Si and C12-Si. This

discrepancy is possibly a result of the shorter chain-length C6 monolayers having a lower

monolayer surface density resulting in fewer hydrophobic methyl groups at the surface.

Contact angles for the AcSC l1-Si samples were approximately 81°, a value

consistent to within experimental error with literature data for similar mono layers formed

via C-O-Si Iinkages.i" The lower contact angle relative to alkyl chains of similar length is

due to the presence of the terminal acetate functionality. Upon deprotection of AcSC 11

Si to give HSC l1-Si, we see a decrease in the contact angle to 72°. This value is also

consistent with literature values on similar systems." The decrease is once again

attributable to the hydrophilicity of the terminal functionality.
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CHAPTER 4: ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
METAL-MONOLAYER-SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS

While techniques such as AFM, FT-IR and wetting measurements can provide a

wealth of information about the structure and composition of a monolayer on the surface,

they cannot predict the performance of metal I monolayer-semiconductor junctions. The

reasons for this include the inability of these analytical methods to penetrate to the

interface of the semiconductor, the averaging of junction properties due to the scale of

measurements (i.e., size of IR beam ~ 1000 Jim), and sensitivity. One solution is the use

of current density-voltage (J- V) and capacitance-voltage (C- V) measurements to probe

the electrical performance of these organic materials.

4.1 Electrical Characterization of Oxidized and Organically Modified
Silicon Surfaces

One of the goals of the electronics industry has been, since inception, to exercise a

greater degree of control over the insulating/passivating materials used with

semiconductor devices. Currently, this role is primarily filled, in the case of silicon-based

devices, with a thin layer of thermally grown oxide. Due to physical limitations of oxide

materials and the drive to develop sensors where probes are directly incorporated onto the

semiconductor surface, research into organic molecules as passivating/insulating layers

on silicon has taken on a great interest. As it is our goal to understand the manner in

which modifying a bare silicon surface with organic molecules affects their electrical

properties, it is first necessary to carry out a comparison among the systems of un-
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oxidised silicon, oxidised silicon and a representative organically modified silicon

surface.

4.1.1 Macroscale Electrical Characterization
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Figure 4-1 Logarithmic current density plots for H-Si, SiOz-Si, and CI0-Si surfaces as
measured by (A) mercury drop and (B) gold pad top electrical contacts.
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Table 4-1 Ideality factors (n) and barrier heights (q'Peff) for H-Si, CI0-Si and Si02-Si as
measured by mercury drop and gold pad electrical contacts.

Mercury Drop Au Pad

Sample n q'Perrl eV n q(/JeIJ/ eV

H-Si Ohmic Contact Ohmic Contact 1.05±0.05 0.83±0.01

CIO-Si 1.17±O.l6 0.85±0.04 1.14±0.10 0.82±0.01

sio-s. 1.50±0.36 0.75±0.03 1.86±0.10 0.82±0.01

Figure 4-1 shows the typical J- V behaviour of oxide-free, oxidized, and

molecularly modified silicon junctions as measured with mercury and gold electrodes.

HgIH-Si junctions displayed ohmic behaviour (symmetric with respect to zero bias),

while HgISi02-Si and HgICI0-Si junctions displayed rectifying behaviour (the current

densities under forward bias, with respect to silicon, were significantly higher than those

under reverse bias). This difference can be explained by equation 1.1, which correlates

the barrier height with the work function of the metal and the electron affinity of the

semiconductor. Using literature values for the work function of mercuryl'' (4.53 ± 0.04

eV) and the electron affinity of n-doped silicon" (4.05 ± 0.08 eV), we would expect a

barrier height of 0.48 eV. Because the electrical measurements are performed under

ambient conditions (298 K), the electrons have sufficient energy to cross the barrier

without significant impedance, resulting in an ohmic-like contact (no difference in

forward and reverse bias).

For the HgISi02-Si and HglC1O-Si junctions however, the introduction of an oxide

or organic monolayer results in an additional tunnelling barrier (due to the insulator) over
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the intrinsic barrier of the metal-semiconductor. This increased effective barrier height is

sufficient to result in rectifying J- V characteristics for the junctions. The following

ideality factors were extracted using the thermionic emission model with added

tunnelling factor (equation 2.3): n = 1.50 ± 0.36 and q~cff= 0.75 ± 0.03 eV for HgISi02-Si

and n = 1.17 ± 0.16 and q¢e.ff= 0.85 ± 0.04 eV for HgICIO-Si. These values are consistent

to within experimental error with data from Liu et al.32 It can also be seen that while these

junctions both showed rectifying current density - voltage behaviour, the current passing

across a HgICIO-Si was one order of magnitude lower than the HgISi02-Si junctions at

any given bias below 0.4 V.

Junctions made with thermally evaporated gold as top electrical contact, (AuIH

Si, Au/Si0 2-Si, and AuICIO-Si) all resulted in rectifying J-V behaviour. The rectifying

behaviour of the AuIH-Si junction (as opposed to the ohmic HgIH-Si junction) is due to

an increase in the work function of the metal (qm) compared to Hg. For gold, qm is 5.1 eV

compared to 4.49 eV for Hg. The increase in work function would give a theoretical

barrier height of 1.05 eV. The ideality factor and the barrier height of AuIH-Si junctions

as measured with a gold top electrical contact were found to be n = 1.05 ± 0.05 and q~cff

= 0.83 ± 0.01 eV, respectively. While these values differ from the theoretically predicted

values, it must be noted that the barrier of a metal/semiconductor junction may be

dominated by the presence of interface states introduced by the extension of the wave

function for the electrons of the metal into the energy gap of the semiconductor (MIGS).

Accordingly, literature values for direct gold to n-silicon contacts are reported to be

approximately 0.79 eV47
. The values obtained in our experiments are in agreement with

these previous studies to within experimental error.
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AuiSiOrSi and AulC10-Si junctions also displayed rectifying behaviour, with

comparable current density magnitude at a given applied bias. The extracted nand q¢ef(

values were 1.86 ± 0.10 and 0.82 ± 0.01 eV for AuISi02-Si, and 1.14 ± 0.17 and 0.83 ±

0.03 eV for AuICIO-Si. The reproducibility of the AulSiOrSi measurements, however,

was lower than for the AulC1O-Si junctions, as evidenced by the larger ideality factor

(Table 4-1). Possible reasons are differences in the layer thickness, the intermixing of

gold due to its initial surface impact and the migration of oxide to the top of the gold

layer.

It is also of note that the J- V behaviour of the AuIH-Si and AulClO-Si junctions

was almost identical. The lack of an increase in the barrier height on going from un

oxidized silicon to monolayer-passivated silicon when measuring J- V behaviour with

gold pads suggests that, in contrast to the HglC1O-Si junctions, there is no intervening

molecular layer between the gold and the silicon; the deposited gold atoms are in fact

penetrating into the monolayer and making a direct contact with the silicon surface. Due

to the size of the metal contacts (3000!lm for gold), the AuIH-Si and AulCIO-Sijunctions

cannot be distinguished, and the physical nature of the interface cannot be determined for

certain, (i.e., whether the gold contacts the silicon by removing the monolayer or by

penetrating into defects and gaps within the monolayer).
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Figure 4-2 Mott-Schottky plots depicting the behaviour of H-Si, sro-sr and CIO-Si
surfaces as measured by mercury drop (A) and gold pad (B) top electrical
contacts.

Table 4-2 The calculated dopant density (Nd) , built-in potential (VdO) and barrier height
(qf/Jb) for H-Si, SiOz-Si and CIO-Si samples as measured by mercury drop and
gold pad top electrical contacts.

Mercury Drop Gold Pad

Sample Nd/ xlO l 5cm-3 v.Jv q¢Jb/ eV Nd/ xlO l5cm-3 Vdo/ V q¢Jb/ eV

H-Si 1.7±O.4 O.63±O.11 O.83±O.OI

ClO-Si O.63±O.22 O.35±O.O7 O.63±O.O7 2.I±O.1 O.55±O.O3 O.79±O.O2

sio-s: O.93±O.23 O.49±O.O8 O.69±O.O8 1.7±O.1 O.62±O.OI O.87±O.OI
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In an ideal metal-insulator-semiconductor system, one in which the structure of

the semiconductor surface is not changed by the introduction of an insulator, the q¢b for

modified samples would be expected to be equal to that for H-Si. Furthermore, in the

case of H-Si, because there is no insulating layer between the metal and the

semiconductor, there should be no contribution to the barrier from any insulating layer;

hence the barrier height should be of the same magnitude as found with J- V

measurements. In Figure 4-2 we see the Mott-Schottky behaviour of the H-Si, Si02-Si,

and CIO-Si samples, with calculated values for Vdo and q¢b given in table 4-2. Among the

mercury contact values, we see q¢b values of 0.63 and 0.69 eV for ClO-Si and Si02-Si,

respectively, which is consistent with literature values'f. Both values are lower than those

obtained from mercury J- V measurements, and also similar to the value obtained from M

S measurements of the HgIH-Si sample. The reason for this is that the barrier height

extracted by the Mott-Schottky method does not include any contribution from the

insulating layer. Therefore, we would expect all samples to have the same barrier height

as does bare silicon, regardless of the insulator.

As expected, gold M-S measurements gave similar values for the barrier heights

of H-Si, CIO-Si and s.o-s» 0.83, 0.79 and 0.87 eV, respectively. In contrast to the

mercury M-S measurements, however, these values were almost identical to those

calculated from gold J- V measurements. This would indicate that there is widespread

penetration of the gold into the molecular layer, and no contribution from the insulator.

The difference in the magnitude of the barrier heights calculated from M-S measurements

with mercury and gold electrodes can also be attributed to the different work functions of

gold and mercury.
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4.1.2 Nanoscale Electrical Characterization
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Figure 4-3 STM topography and corresponding BEEM current images for (A) AuIH-Si
and (B) AuICIO-Si.

Figure 4-3 shows the STM topography and the corresponding BEEM current

images for AuIH-Si and Au lC1O-Si junctions obtained simultaneously at a tip bias VI = -

2.0 V and tip current It = 4 nA, with a scan area of 200x200 nm". Due to the fact that no

potential is applied across the junction during BEEM imaging, and Si02-Si samples

present a barrier to ballistic electron transmission, no BEEM currents were obtained for

the SiOrSi samples.

The STM images show the characteristic granular structure of thermally deposited

gold films . Their corresponding SEEM current images show a strong correlation with the

STM tunnelling images. Because a thicker gold film results in more electrons being

scattered before reaching the interface, resulting in a lower BEEM current, the lateral

variation in the BEEM current image is attributable to variations in the thickness of the

gold film for both the AuIH-Si and AulC I O-Si junctions.
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Figure 4-4 Static DEEM I-V curves for AuIH-Si and AuICIO-Si samples demonstrating a 20%
decrease in DEEM current for CIO-Si samples.

The averaged BEEM 1-V spectra for AuIH-Si and AulC1O-Si junctions are shown

in figure 4-4. Both samples had an identical average barrier thresholds of -0.82 ± 0.02 V

(calculated using B-K model) which is consistent with previous results for direct AulSi

junctions 48,49. The magnitude of the BEEM current for AulClO-Si at a given potential is

~ 20% less than that of the AuIH-Si junction.

These nanoscale measurements demonstrate that for AulC10-Si junctions, the

interfacial monolayer did not contribute detectable lateral variations in the BEEM

current. The surface coverage of n-alkyl monolayers on silicon is thought to be below

50% as a result of the 2x 1 configuration for the alkyl chains attached to silicon (1llis.

Large ordered domains are also not expected to form because of the covalent bonding

between adsorbates and substrate and the large lattice mismatch between silicon and alkyl

monolayers. As a result, there is likely penetration of the monolayer by the thermally

deposited gold atoms. The reduced BEEM current magnitude on going from bare silicon
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to C I0 protected silicon, however, indicates that even after thermal deposition of gold,

molecules still remain present at the interface.

4.2 Electrical Properties of MetallMonolayer-Silicon Junctions: Chain
Length Dependence.

The tuneability of the electrical properties of molecularly modified silicon is one

of the ultimate goals of molecular electronics. One of the simplest methods to examine its

feasibility is to measure the electrical properties of silicon surfaces modified with a series

of alkyl groups of increasing chain length. The increase in the chain length should result

in an increased tunnelling barrier leading to an increased effective barrier height for the

diode junction.
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4.2.1 Macroscale Electrical Characterization
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Figure 4-5 Log current density vs, voltage of a series of n-alkyl-modified silicon
surfaces (C6-Si, C8-Si, CIO-Si, C12-Si) as measured by mercury drop (A)
and gold pad (B) top electrical contacts.
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Table 4-3 Ideality factors (n) and barrier heights (q;eff) for C6-Si, C8-Si, CIO-Si and C12
Si as measured by mercury drop and gold pad top electrical contacts.

Gold PadMercury Drop

Sample n q¢eff/ eV

C6-Si 1.11±O.1O O.75±O.O3

C8-Si 1.13±O.14 O.79±O.O3

CIO-Si 1.17±O.16 O.86±O.O4

C12-Si 1.34±O.16 O.87±O.O2

n

1.07±O.06

1.08±O.08

1.14±O.1O

1.05±O.03

O.82±O.Ol

O.82±O.02

O.82±O.Ol

O.82±O.03

Au Pad Electrical Contact

C6-Si C8-Si C10-Si C12-Si

Hg Drop Electrical Contact
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Figure 4-6 The effect of increasing chain length on the ideality factors and barrier heights
of a series of n-alkyl-modffied silicon surfaces (C6-Si, C8-Si, CIO-Si, Cll-Si) as
measured by mercury drop (A and C) and gold pad (B and D) electrical
contacts.

Figure 4-5 shows the effect of increasing chain-length on the current density vs.

voltage behaviour of metallmonolayer-Si junctions as measured by mercury drop and

gold pad electrodes. It can be seen that all of the junctions displayed rectifying behaviour.

For junctions using mercury drop top electrodes, we can see that increasing the alkyl
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chain length results in a decrease of current density for a given bias. As seen in figure 4-

6, there is a clear trend : increasing the chain length increases the barrier height of the

diode junction by roughly 0.3 eV /CH2 unit on going from C6-ClO monolayers. Looking

at equation 2.2, there are two contributions to the effective barrier height in an Schottky

diode system: an intrinsic barrier due to the substrate, and an electron-tunnelling term .

With non-penetrating mercury drop contacts, as the thickness of the monolayer increases,

the barrier due to tunnelling across the monolayer increases (Figure 4-7). The

experimentally determined values for the ideality factors and barrier heights are in

agreement with literature data (except for C l2-Sii I . These results demonstrate that by

increasing the chain-length of the molecular insulating layer in a Hglmonolayer-Si

junction, the insulating barrier to electron transport across the junction can be increased ,

allowing the barrier height of the diode junction to be tuned .

..c:
C,
c:
Q)
-l
C
'ro
..c:
U

C6 C8 C10 C12

Figure 4-7 Diagram depicting the increasing tunnelling barrier on increasing the chain
length of the monolayer in HgICn-Si junctions, where n is the number of
CHz/CHJ groups.
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It is also of note, however, that increasing the chain length of the molecules in the

monolayer from 10 to 12 carbons has a smaller effect on the barrier height than an

increase from 6 to 10 carbons. A possible reason for this is that the longer chains may not

remain rigidly packed, but rather begin to lie down parallel to the surface, resulting in

thinner, less densely packed monolayers.

In stark contrast to the mercury drop J- V measurements, measurements performed

using gold pad top electrodes showed almost no variation in the current density when

varying the chain length of the molecules in the monolayer (figure 4-6): the extracted

ideality factors and barrier heights for all of the junctions were approximately 1.05 and

0.83 eV, respectively. This lack of any significant change in the current density, coupled

with the rectifying behaviour, confirms what was observed for H-Si, SiOz-Si, and Cl O-Si

samples, namely that the penetration of gold atoms into pinholes of the molecular layer

during the deposition process shorts the circuit. It would also appear that the length of the

molecules does not control the degree of gold penetration.

While these comparative J- V measurements demonstrate that gold does in fact

penetrate the monolayer, the structure of the interface cannot be determined. The question

still remains whether the gold simply disrupts the packing as seen by Jun et al for alkyl

monolayers on silicon oxide:', or whether the direct thermal deposition actually destroys

the monolayer in a fashion similar to that shown by Richter et a1.29 By using capacitance

measurements, we are more clearly able to answer this question.
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Figure 4-8 Mott-Schottky plots of a series of n-alkyl-modified silicon surfaces (C6-Si, C8
Si, CIO-Si, and C12-Si) as measured by mercury drop (A) and gold pad (B) top
electrical contacts.

Table 4-4 The calculated dopant density (Nd) , flatband voltage (VdO) and barrier height
(q;,,) of a series of n-alkyl silicon surfaces (C6-Si, C8-Si, CIO-Si, and C12-Si) as
measured by mercury drop and gold pad electrical contacts.

Mercury Drop Gold Pad

Sample Nd I x 1015cm-3 Vdo/V q,pbl eV Nd I x10 I5cm-3 r: I V q,pbl eV

C6-Si 3.36 0.50± 0.05 0.73±0.06 1.7+0.1 0.54+0.01 0.79+0.01

C8-Si 0.41± 0.24 0.39±0.07 0.68±0.07 1.4+0.7 0.52+0.03 0.80+0.05

C10-Si 0.63±.0.22 0.35±0.07 0.63±0.07 2.1+0.1 0.55+0.02 0.79+0.02

C12-Si 0.77±0.18 0.37±0.02 0.55±0.04 2.0+0.1 0.56+0.01 0.80+0.01
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Table 4-3 shows the calculated values for Vdo and qt/Jb usmg data from the

mercury drop and gold electrode Mott-Schottky plots. For mercury drop M-S

measurements, all the samples (except C l2-Si) return barrier heights of approximately

0.65 eV, consistent with literature reports for HgICIO-Si junctions'f. This result was

expected because M-S measurements probe only the interface of monolayers of the same

composition (straight-chain alkanes), made by the same reaction method, and similar

surface densities would be expected to display similar interfacial electrical properties.

The lower barrier height for C12-Si and the variability in the doping density among

samples may be a result of changes in the structure of the monolayer'".

For gold electrode M-S measurements, as was the case for the mercury drop

electrodes, all of the junctions resulted in the same calculated barrier height. Once again,

this makes sense if the method of monolayer preparation and the structures of the

molecules are identical at the interface. The barrier height values determined with gold

contacts are slightly higher than those with mercury. In the case of mercury, the metal

forms an intimate contact, with the mercury droplet conforming to but not penetrating

into the monolayer. In contrast, based on J- V measurements, gold appears to enter into

the molecular layer and interacts with the silicon substrate. Further confirmation of this

hypothesis rests with the fact that the barrier heights calculated from M-S measurements

for the alkyl-modified silicon surfaces are the same as for the H-Si sample and as the

values calculated from J- V measurements.
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4.2.2 Nanoscale Electrical Characterization
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Figure 4-9 STM topography (in nm ) and corresponding BEEM current images (in pA) for
a ser ies of Auln-alkyl monolayer-silicon junctions: AuIC6-S i (A), AuIC8-Si (B),
AuICIO-Si (C) , and AuIC12-Si (D).

The BEEM data shown in figures 4-9 (A) -7 (0) are remarkab ly simi lar. For all

samples (C6-Si, C8-Si , C I O-Si , C 12-Si), the STM topography shows typical structures

for thermally evaporated gold grains forming on the surface. As was seen fo r the

reference AuIH-Si junctions, the BEEM current images for (C6-C 12)-Si all showed a
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strong correlation between the STM topography and the collected BEEM current. Once

again, the significance of this lack of lateral variation of these results is that the

intervening molecular layer plays no part in the control over the BEEM current and hence

the measured barrier heights. This indicates that the gold atoms are penetrating directly

into the monolayer. Furthermore, because of the uniformity of the measured BEEM

current throughout the sample, it can be seen that there is uniform mixing of the gold

with the monolayer down to a scale of at least 15 nm.
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Figure 4-10 Static BEEM I-V curves for AuIC6-Si, AuIC8-Si, AuICI0-Si, and AuICI2-Si
along with theoretical fits, (solid lines), based on Bell-Kaiser theory.

The static BEEM I-V curves for the samples AuIC6-Si, AuIC8-Si, AuICI0-Si, and

AuICI2-Si shown in figure 4-9 confirm what was seen for the macroscale gold J-V

measurements, that is, there is no chain-length dependence of the barrier height of the

Aulrnonolayer-Si junction. The threshold voltage for all of the samples was

approximately 0.82 eV, corresponding to a direct SilAu interface. Furthermore, it can be
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seen that the magnitude of the BEEM current is almost identical amongst the samples,

suggesting that the effectiveness of insulation is the same for all of the molecules.

4.3 Electrical Properties of Diode Junctions Constructed from Thiol
and Thioacetate-Terminated Monolayers on Silicon

In addition to the promise of providing materials with greater insulating properties

than those currently available, molecular modification of semiconducting materials is

offering the possibility of directly incorporating sensing capabilities in their surfaces.

This would allow a combination of a wide variety of chemical and electronic properties

of a large number of available organic molecules with the well-characterized electronic

behaviour and advanced fabrication techniques for semiconducting materials. The

simplest such systems have different functional groups (e.g., -OH, -COOH, -COOR) at

the terminal ends of alkyl chains attached to semiconduting materials.".

We chose to fabricate a silicon-monolayer system incorporating thioacetate and

thiol functionalities at the monolayer surface. This type of junction has not been

previously characterized when covalently linked through a carbon-silicon. Several factors

influenced the selection of thioacetate and thiol functionalities for these studies. First we

wanted to address the issue of metal penetration into the alkyl mono layers attached to

silicon. Due to the interaction between sulfur groups and metals, it was hypothesized that

the presence of these functionalities on the surface may prevent or minimize the extent of

such penetration. Secondly, because the small size of the thioacetate functionality relative

to the footprint of the molecule (the effective cross section of a molecule on the surface),

the density of molecule packing on the silicon surface was expected to be similar to that
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of n-alkyl monolayers. Furthermore, the presence of a thiol terminus opens up the

possibility to further modify the silicon surface.

Due to the reactivity of thiol-terminated molecules toward bare silicon surfaces

and toward themselves (formation of disulfide linkages), as well as the stability of the

thiol group, direct attachment of a thiol-terminated alkyl chain onto silicon was not

possible. Therefore, a two-step route was designed: a thioacetate-terminated surface was

first prepared via thermal hydrosylilation of unoxidized silicon, followed by in-situ

deprotection to yield the desired thiol-terminated silicon surface.
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4.3.1 Macroscale Measurements
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Figure 4-11 Log current density vs. voltage for AuICI2 T-Si, AuIAcSC11-Si, and AuIHSC11
Si as measured by mercury drop (A) and gold pad (B) top electrical contacts.
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Table 4-5 Ideality factors (n) and barrier heights (q;eff) for CI2T-Si, AcSCll-Si, and
HSCll-Si samples as measured by mercury drop and gold pad top electrical
contacts.

Mercury Drop Gold Pad

Sample n q¢eff/ eV n q¢efl eV

CI2T-Si 1.45±O.16 O.89±O.O4 1.03±O.O2 O.81±O.Ol

AcSCll-Si 1.31±O.O3 O.88±O.O3 1.08±O.O8 O.81±O.O4

HSCll-Si 2.56±O.O3 O.79±O.O3 1.O2±O.O8 O.84±O.O6

Hg Drop Electrical Contact Au Pad Electrical Contact
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Figure 4-12 The effect of terminal monolayer functionality on the ideality factors and
barrier heights of C12T-Si, AcSCll-Si, and HSCll-Si samples as measured by
mercury drop (A and C) and gold pad (B and D) electrical contacts.

Figure 4-10 shows characteristic current density plots of dodecyl (CI2T-Si), 00-

undecenyl thioacetate (AcSC 11-Si), and co-undecenyl thiol (HSC ll-Si) modified silicon

surfaces created via thennal hydrosylilation of unoxidized silicon measured with mercury

drop and gold pad electrical contacts. Because the method of attachment of the molecules
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onto the silicon surface differed from that of the series of n-alkyl-modified monolayers

(C6-Si, C8-Si, C1O-Si, and C12-Si), a C l2 T-Si monolayer was created as control for

companson.

For the mercury drop measurements, C12T-Si demonstrated rectifying behaviour

with higher ideality factors n but similar barrier heights as compared to the C12-Si

sample formed via Grignard reaction (qrPeff = 1.45 ± 0.16 and 0.89 ± 0.04 eV

respectively). While the ideality factor is somewhat higher, it is not outside a reasonable

range, and the barrier heights are comparable within experimental error.

The AcSC ll-Si sample, which has a slightly longer chain length than Cl2T-Si

(16.8 A vs. 13.7 A), also displays rectifying behaviour, with similar ideality factors and

barrier height as the C12T-Si sample (n = 1.31 ± 0.15, qrPetr= 0.88 ± 0.03 eV). This would

seem to indicate that the presence of the thioacetate functional group does not affect the

electronic properties of the silicon-monolayer device. In contrast, the HSC ll-Si sample

prepared via deprotection of a AcSC ll-Si sample showed a decrease of the barrier height

to 0.79 ± 0.03 eV. Since the CllSH molecule at 14.0 A is not significantly shorter than

the C12 or C 11 SAc molecules, chain length cannot be the source ofthis decrease. In fact,

according to the trend seen for the barrier heights of n-alkyl-modified mono layers on

silicon, the HSC ll-Si sample would appear to have the same length as an 8-carbon chain

molecule, which is clearly not the case. The packing density of the molecules is also not

in question as HSC ll-Si surface is derived from AcSC ll-Si, which did not show a

similar reduction in barrier height. Several studies have demonstrated that the barrier

height changes with the dipole moment of the molecules on the surface. 50, 51 Cahen et

al.52 quantified this effect by adding a dipole moment contribution term to equation 1.1 so
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that the barrier height could now be defined as the difference in the work function of the

metal and the electron affinity of the semiconductor as influenced by the dipole moment

of the molecular layer:

where the dipole contribution, tPdipole, is defined as:

d. = NpcosB
'f'dipole

££0

Equation 4.1

Equation 4.2

Figure 4-10 also shows the behaviour of C12T-Si, AcSC ll-Si, and HSC ll-Si as

measured with gold electrodes. As was seen with mercury droplets as top electrical

contacts, the measurements with gold pads on CI2T-Si showed no difference in barrier

height relative to C12-Si formed via Grignard reaction. Also similar to the mercury drop

measurements was the lack of a significant change in the barrier heights of CI2T-Si and

AcSC ll-Si. In contrast to the mercury drop measurements, however, the HSC ll-Si did

not show a decrease in the barrier height. In fact, all C 12T-Si, AcSC ll-Si, and HSC ll-Si

samples showed ideality factors and barrier heights identical to H-Si, as seen in the series

of alkyl mono layers on silicon made via Grignard reactions. This demonstrates that on

the scale at which these measurements were carried out (3000 urn gold contacts), the

barrier height of a Aulmonolayer-Si junction is independent of both monolayer chain

length and terminal functional group. This indicates that the direct thermal deposition of

metals onto organic molecules covalently linked to a silicon substrate via Si-C bonds

results in widespread shorting of the junctions.
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Figure 4-13 Mott-Schottky plots depicting the behaviour of n-alkyl (C12T-Si), and
functionalised alkyl monolayers (AcSCll-Si and HSCll-Si) as measured by
mercury drop (A) and gold pad (B) top electrical contacts.
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Table 4-6 The calculated dopant density (Nd) , flatband voltage (VdO) , and barrier height
(qtA) of n-alkyl (C12T-Si), and functionalised alkyl monolayers (AcSCll-Si and
HSCll-Si) as measured by mercury drop and gold pad electrical contacts.

Mercury Drop Gold Pad

Sample N, I x 1015cm-3 VdoIV q¢bl eV Ndl xIO' 5cm-3 VdoI V q¢bl eV

AcSCll-Si 2.1±O.16 O.59±O.16 O.83±O.16 1.9±O.1 O.50±O.Ol O.74±O.Ol

HSCll-Si 1.47±O.16 O.55±O.16 O.79±O.16 1.6±O.2 O.48±O.O5 O.74±O.O5

C12T-Si 1.67±O.16 O.59±O.16 O.84±O.16 1.8±O.3 O.53±O.O3 O.78±O.O3

As was the case for monolayers made via Grignard reactions, all monolayers

made using the thermal hydrosylilation of unoxidized silicon gave similar barrier heights.

The magnitude of q¢b calculated from M-S measurements, however, was approximately

0.2 eV higher than the values obtained for monolayers made by Grignard reactions.

Because M-S measurements probe the silicon interface, an increase in interface states, as

evidenced by increased ideality factors can result in Vdo deviations as well as increased

barrier heights. On comparing the ideality factors, for diodes made via thermal and

Grignard reactions, we see that there is an average increase of 0.3. One possible

explanation is that the thermal reaction results in an increase in interface states due to a

greater number of dangling silicon bonds.

All M-S measurements for C12TSi, AcSCll-Si, and HSCll-Si usmg the

thermally evaporated gold contacts resulted in similar barrier heights of approximately

0.77 eV, which is within the range of a direct SilAu contact. This indicates that the

presence of functional groups on the terminal end of the monolayer does not prevent the

penetration of gold into the molecular layer and the metal's interaction with the silicon

interface. The difference between the mercury droplet and gold M-S measurements may
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lie in the fact that the gold penetrates uniformly into the monolayer. The effect of the

gold contacting the silicon surface may override any other surface effects due to

monolayer formation.

4.3.1 Nanoscale Electrical Measurements
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Figure 4-15 STM topography and corresponding BEEM current images for (A) AcSCll-Si
and (B) HSCll-Si.

Figure 4-14 shows typical STM and corresponding BEEM current images for

AcSCll-Si and HSCll-Si. The AcSCll-Si samples showed the same behaviour as n-

alkyl monolayers on silicon, that is, a uniform SEEM threshold throughout the sample

and a direct correlation between BEEM current magnitude and STM topography,

indicating gold metal penetration uniformly throughout the molecular film. This indicates

a laterally uniform interfacial structure, which is not affected by the presence of the

thioacetate terminal functional group.

The HSC l l-Si samples, however, showed a remarkably different behaviour from

n-alkyl-Si and AcSC l l-Si. While the STM topography image showed the typical
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morphology of gold grains deposited via a thermal evaporation, the BEEM current did

not display a direct correlation with the STM topography in all areas. As shown in figure

4-14, the BEEM image showed some regions with higher currents, which correspond

closely to the STM topography, while other areas displayed greatly reduced or no BEEM

current signal. These variations in the lateral BEEM current images can be interpreted as

a partially thiolated surface, in which the probability of gold penetrating into the

monolayer is reduced in regions containing terminal -SH functional groups.

o 0
(A) 000 0 0 0

(B)

Figure 4-16 Illustration of the behaviour of gold atoms upon thermal deposition onto (A)
methyl-terminated (B) (partially) thiol-terminated monolayers on silicon.
Larger green circles represent terminal thiol groups, while smaller orange
circles represent gold atoms.
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Figure 4-17 DEEM I-V overlay of AuIH-Si, AuICI0-Si, AuIAcSCll-Si, and AuIHSCll-Si
showing the decreasing magnitude of DEEM current on going from un
oxidized, to n-alkyl protected, to alkyl-thioacetate protected, to alkyl-thiol
protected silicon.

The threshold potential extracted from BEEM 1-V curves (figure 4-16) shows no

variation between H-Si, n-alkyl-Si, AcSC l l-Si, and HSC l l-Si, with all samples giving

an identical value of -0.82 ± 0.02 V. This indicates that gold does in fact penetrate all of

the mono layers and that the threshold is dominated by gold directly in contact with the

silicon substrate. Similar to the reduction in BEEM current magnitude on going from

AuIH-Si to AuiClO-Si shown in the previous section, a further reduction was observed on

going to AulAcSC l l-Si and AulHSC l l-Si junctions. Because there was no change in the

interfacial barrier height, this reduction in current intensity must be a result of molecular

scattering due to the different terminal functionalities, or of interactions between the

deposited gold atoms and the terminal functional groups.
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4.3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy

Figure 4-18 TEM cross-sectional images of AcSCIl-Si (A and B) and HSClI-Si (C and D)
samples taken down the (112) and (110) dipoles respectively.

TEM cross-section images of AuICIO-Si and AuIHSCI1-Si samples taken with

the beam parallel to either the [112] substrate direction (a (112) pole) or the perpendicular

[011] substrate direction (a (011) pole) are shown in Figure 4-17. A clear AulSi contact is

observed for the AulC1O-Si junction, while for the AulHSC l l-Si junction an interfacial

layer is observed with a variable thickness of 2.0 ± 0.5 nm, consistent with the maximum

length of the molecules . The brighter contrast of the interfacial layer indicates a lower
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mass density. For part of the interface, gold directly contacts with silicon but for other

regions, a distinguishable interlayer without gold lattice fringes is clearly observed.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
WORK

The use of covalently attached organic monolayers on silicon surfaces for the

construction of hybrid molecule-semiconductor devices continues to be a hotly debated

topic in the emerging field of molecular electronic devices. To that end, n-alkyl,

thioacetate and thiol-terminated monolayers were prepared on silicon substrates via

covalent Si-C bonding, and their effects were evaluated at both the macroscale using

mercury drop electrodes and thermally deposited gold pads, and the nanoscale using

BEEM and TEM. Mercury drop J- V measurements demonstrate that not only can bare

silicon surfaces be passivated with n-alkyl monolayers, but also that the barrier height can

be tuned by varying the chain length of the alkyl groups. It was also shown that the

functionalization of the end groups of the monolayers could be used for controlling the

electrical properties; with reduction of barrier height on introduction of a polar alkyl thiol

monolayer when measured with mercury drop electrodes.

In contrast to mercury drop measurements, macroscale gold J- V measurements

showed neither chain length, nor terminal group dependence of the electrical properties

of the diode junctions. Furthermore, the behaviour of both n-alkyl and co-functionalised

monolayers corresponded directly to direct SilAu contacts, indicating penetration of the

molecular layer by the deposited gold atoms.
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Nanoscale SEEM and TEM measurements support the observation of shorting of

all of the molecularly modified silicon diodes when using thermally deposited gold

electrodes, with laterally uniform SEEM current images observed for n-alkyl and

thioacetate-terminated monolayers down to a scale of ~20 nm. SEEM 1-V scans show,

however, a decrease in the SEEM current transmission probability on going sequentially

from hydrogen-terminated samples, n-alkyl monolayers, thioacetate-terminated

monolayers, and to thiol-functionalised monolayers. Furthermore, lateral variations in

SEEM current images on the scale of 20 - 200 nm were detected for thiol-functionalized

monolayers. Combined, these data suggest that while thermally deposited gold atoms

penetrate the monolayers, they do not remove all of the covalently attached molecules,

and the presence ofthiol groups decreases the probability of gold atom penetration.

These studies point to several possible avenues for future explorations. The direct

deposition of metals onto as prepared monolayers on silicon would not be of practical use

due to the effect of metal penetration. One option is the introduction of larger protecting

groups, such as gold nanoparticles immobilized on thiol-terminated monolayers on

silicon (Figure 5-1). Another option is to forgo thermal deposition for a different method

of metal contact formation such as nano-transfer printing (nTP) which involves stamping

the metal film onto the thiol-terminated monolayer surface.
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solution of 10 nrn gold particles.
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APPENDIX

In performing electrical measurements of solid-state electronic devices such as

metallmonolayer-semiconductor diodes, it is necessary to recognize that there can be a

range of sample variability, depending on the individual sample characteristics, that may

influence parameters such as the ideality factor and effective barrier height of the diode

include the extent of the monolayer coverage on the semiconductor surface. Some of

these factors include: the number of dangling bonds at the interface, trapped charges at

the interface, defects in the underlying semiconductor crystal lattice, local dopant

concentration, extent of oxidation of the surface, as well as the extent of metal interaction

with the semiconductor and monolayer. In order to extract parameters typical of one

system, it is necessary to carry out a large number of measurements on a large number of

discrete samples. Figure A-I shows overlay J-V plots for HglCIO-Si and AulC IO-Si

samples. The ideality factors and barrier heights extracted from these plots are shown in

figure A-2.
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Figure A-I Overlay of (A) 66 J-V plots for HgICIO-Si junctions and (B) 33 J-V plots for
AuICIO-Sijunctions.
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Figure A-2 Distributions of the ideality factors and barrier heights for extracted from
current density-voltage (J- V) curves. Distribution of the (A) ideality factors
and (B) barrier heights of 66 independent Hg ICIO-Si junctions from 12 CIO-Si
samples. Distribution of ideality factors (C) and barrier heights (D) of 33
AuICIO-Si junctions from 7 C I O-Si samples.
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